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Introduction 
 

The New Zealand dairy industry has often been regarded as being innovative and 

progressive. This does not occur without having innovative and progressive people being 

involved in all phases and stages of the industry, whether that is on farm or off farm.  

  

In the past, there has been a relatively clear progression path for those wishing to progress 

from a farm employee to farm owner, if that was their desired end goal. There has been 

some concern voiced in the industry that this traditional pathway is under threat, and the 

path to succession has become more challenging. This report explores those issues, looking 

at current and future pathways, pros and cons of pathways, and provides recommendations 

for those making decisions regarding career progression. 

 

This report is a summary of the key information from the study. A more comprehensive 

report has been complied and is available on request. The following executive summary has 

been copied directly from the full report. 
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Executive Summary 
 

The New Zealand dairy industry has often been regarded as being innovative and 

progressive. This does not occur without having innovative and progressive people being 

involved in all phases and stages of the industry, whether that is on farm or off farm.  

  

In the past, there has been a relatively clear progression path for those wishing to progress 

from a farm employee to farm owner, if that was their desired end goal. There has been 

some concern voiced in the industry that this traditional pathway is under threat, and the 

path to succession has become more challenging. This report explores those issues, looking 

at current and future pathways, pros and cons of pathways, and provides recommendations 

for those making decisions regarding career progression. 

 

Sharemilking 

Sharemilking has long been considered a vital step in the career progression path for young 

famers. 35% of farms are managed by sharemilkers (2009/10), 20% by Herd Owning 

Sharemilkers (HOSM).  Although there has been only a minor reduction in the percentage of 

dairy farms managed by sharemilkers, there is a more noticeable trend in the declining 

number of HOSM, particularly in the South Island. Key reasons include higher debt levels on 

farm, more corporate farm ownership, and the difference in financial returns to the farm 

owner between using a herd owning sharemilker and a Variable Order Sharemilker or 

Contract Milker. 

 

Sharemilkers have a track record of higher production (both herd owning & lower order 

sharemilkers). 

 

There is a substantial variation in return on assets between farm owners and herd owning 

sharemilkers. While all parties accept there needs to be a greater return for the sharemilker, 

the differential is more pronounced at high payout levels.  

 

Herd owning sharemilking delivers a good return on investment, although there is significant 

variability between years, and timing is important 
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For herd owning sharemilking – this sector needs to continue to adapt. Market forces of 

supply and demand are at play, and the balance of power is currently in the hands of the 

farm owner. If the herd owning sharemilkers cannot accept there may need to be 

rebalancing of clauses within the traditional herd owning agreement, farm owners will make 

the decision to recruit contract milkers, lower order sharemilkers or farm managers.  

 

There is no need to re-write the herd owning sharemilking agreement. Rather, if 

sharemilking is to continue, both parties must be open to making changes to the variables 

within the standard clauses. Recently this has included changes to sharing of Fonterra 

dividend, and grazing expenses for young stock. In the future it may include changes to the 

percentage spilt of milk income between farm owner and sharemilker.  

 

There are still many valid reasons why a farm owner may decide to recruit a HOSM. These 

include: release of capital for other ventures, less day-to-day involvement by farm owner, 

helping to provide a progression/succession strategy for the farm business, medium-long 

term commitment, and avoidance of dealing with staff.  

 

 

Equity Partnerships 

Equity partnerships (joint venture farm ownership) are now an accepted option for 

progression in the dairy industry. While there is a significant amount of literature and 

expertise available regarding formation of equity partnerships, there is also a general lack of 

understanding amongst farmers about how they work. Whilst there are a significant number 

of farms owned by equity partnerships, there is little quantitative evidence about their 

success as a form of progression. Financially, logic suggests that in the long run, returns will 

be similar to those of the average farm owner (3-7% cash return on assets plus 5-10% 

capital gain per annum). In comparison, a HOSM agreement will generate on average a 20% 

return on assets, although there is a greater degree of annual variability in this figure.  

 

Some key points for those considering equity partnerships: 

• Due diligence, for the farm and for the people involved 

• Do not over-leverage 

• Ensure adequate entry and exit strategies are included in the agreement 

• Opportunities to incentivise the minority equity manager through guarantees 
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• Ensuring equity managers are receiving fair returns for their efforts, particularly 

transparency in wealth creation opportunities 

• Need for better governance structures 

• Need to develop shareholder agreement, business plan, and sound reporting and 

communication processes 

 

Pathways 

In 1996 seventy per cent of sharemilkers intended to purchase their own farm once 

completing their sharemilking career. By 2011 this had reduced to 55 per cent.  The pathway 

to farm ownership has become more varied, and there are more options to choose from. The 

pathway to progression is no longer linear. This should not necessarily be seen as a 

negative factor. However with more diversity in the industry there is a much greater need for 

adequate due diligence on each individual opportunity. In many cases this is not occurring to 

a sufficient degree, and professional advice is not being sought.  

 

Progressions opportunities are more varied and contracts are more varied. This highlights 

the need for better due diligence at an individual level, and the need to seek good advice  

 

Tools 

As a result of this project, the following information and tools have been created for the 

industry to adopt, modify and use: 

• Pathway options – comparisons, pros & cons (for both young farmers progressing 

and farm owners looking at options) 

• Decision trees for both young farmers progressing and farm owners looking at 

options 

• Wealth accumulation table, for farmers assessing their options.  

 

Recommendations 

 

• There is no need to make substantive changes to the HOSM agreement. Rather, 

herd owning sharemilkers will need to be more flexible in their approach to 

negotiating agreements. This may mean looking at varying split of income and 

expenditure away from the traditional 50/50 approach. 
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• HOSM could be promoted more widely as part of an integrated pathway for farm 

succession. It may be beneficial to run some courses for those at the exit phase of 

their careers as to options available 

• Young farmers need to lift their business skills, in the areas of contract negotiation, 

due diligence and analysis of options. 

• Those entering into equity partnerships need to give more consideration as to how 

their shareholding percentage can be lifted in future years.  

• Promote the use of the decision trees and tables, and the wealth creation spread 

sheet that has been provided with this report 

• This report has provided a reference of useful documents. These documents should 

be held on a range of industry websites, to increase accessibility and awareness of 

information.  

• A summary document (based on this report) should be sent to all key industry 

participants, or the least made available on key websites.  
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Pathways 
 

In 1996 seventy per cent of sharemilkers intended to purchase their own farm once 

completing their sharemilking career. By 2011 this had reduced to 55 per cent.  The pathway 

to farm ownership has become more varied, and there are more options to choose from. The 

pathway to progression is no longer linear. This should not necessarily be seen as a 

negative factor. However with more diversity in the industry there is a much greater need for 

adequate due diligence on each individual opportunity. In many cases this is not occurring to 

a sufficient degree, and professional advice is not being sought.  

 

The progression path options available to those in the dairy industry are broadly outlined 

below.  

 

Figure 1: Progression Path Options 

New/innovative structures 
 

Some new or innovative ideas that are in operation include: 

• Joint ventures (equity partnerships) with regard to herd owning or VOSM agreements 

• Contract Farming system (UK) 

• Incentives for equity managers (e.g. acting as a guarantor for loans) 

• Corporate farms with multiple properties – ability to offer career progression 

opportunities within their own organisation, e.g. manager, VOSM, HOSM, equity 

partnership 

• Incentivised management packages (not just production bonuses, but bonus for 

achieving financial targets) 

• Shadow equity (Australia) where the farm owner has the business valued (including 

analysis of physical and financial performance) at the initiation of the employment of 

a VOSM (or similar). If the VOSM improves the productivity and profitability of the 

business the farmer then values the business at a later stage and offers the VOSM a 

proportion of the added value they have created. This system can be used to help 

retain the VOSM or provide ‘seed funding’ to help them purchase a herd.  
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The following tables look at the pros and cons of various operating structures, from the 

viewpoints of a young farmer progressing their career, and also from that of a farm owner 

looking at his/her options for the future.  

Assumptions 

- The farmer has the necessary skills to manage day to day operations of a farm 

- An equity partnership assumes that the farmer is also managing the farm, regardless of the mgmt. 

structure used. 

  

 

 

Table 1:  Pathway Options - comparisons, pros and cons 

 Farm manager Contract 

Milker 

Variable 

Order 

Sharemilker 

Herd Owning 

Sharemilker 

Leasing Equity 

Partnerships  

(in land),  

       

Relationship  Employer/ 

employee 

Owner/ 

contractor 

Owner/ 

contractor 

Owner/ 

contractor 

Lessor/lessee Joint venture 

Length of 

tenure 

Variable Typically 1-2 

year contracts 

Typically 1-2 

year contracts 

Typically 3 

year contracts 

Variable, 

usually 1-5 

years 

Equity 

partnership 

agreements 

are usually 5 

years 

       

Legal status Bound by 

employment 

law 

Contractual 

agreement 

open to 

negotiation 

Contract is 

bound by 

Variable order 

agreement 

(statute) 

Contractual 

agreement 

open to 

negotiation 

Lease 

agreement 

Equity 

partnership 

agreement is 

a contractual 

agreement 

between 2 

parties.  

Level of day-

to day 

decision 

making  

Depends on 

level of control 

delegated to 

manager 

Sharemilker 

has day to day 

control 

Sharemilker 

has day to day 

control 

Sharemilker 

has day to day 

control 

Lessee has 

day to day 

control  

Equity 

manager/ 

sharemilker 

Who has 

staffing 

responsibility  

Usually farm 

owner 

sharemilker sharemilker sharemilker lessee Equity 

manager/ 

sharemilker 
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From a manager/sharemilkers perspective: 

 Farm manager Contract 

Milker 

Variable 

Order 

Sharemilker 

Herd Owning 

Sharemilker 

Leasing Equity 

Partnerships  

(in land),  

Skills  Farm 

management 

Farm 

management, 

small business 

management 

Farm 

management, 

small business 

management 

Farm 

management, 

small business 

management 

Farm 

management, 

small business 

management 

Farm 

management, 

small business 

management, 

governance 

Financial 

Risk (mgmt. 

perspective) 

Little financial 

risk 

May include 

performance 

bonuses 

Risk from 

production 

variability 

Risk from 

production and 

payout 

variability 

Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability, 

changes in 

livestock 

values 

Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability, 

changes in 

livestock 

values 

Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability, 

changes in 

livestock 

values and 

land values 

Investment 

required 

nil Usually 

motorbike, 

misc. 

equipment. All 

machinery in 

some cases 

Usually 

motorbike, 

misc. 

equipment. All 

machinery in 

some cases 

Livestock, 

machinery 

Livestock, 

machinery 

Livestock, 

plant and 

machinery, 

land 

Wealth 

Creation 

Earnings per 

annum, or  

(return on 

equity) 

$50-$150,000 

 

$60-$200,000 $60-$200,000 15% plus 

capital 

gain/loss of 

livestock 

? 3%-6% plus 

capital 

gain/loss of 

land & 

livestock 

Note: 

Farm management skills: on-farm related skills, e.g. pasture management, animal husbandry, machinery, R&M, 

soils & fertiliser 

Small Business management: Financial budgeting, cash flow management, invoicing, wages, HR skills 

Governance: reporting to, and working with a board of directors at a governance level. Increased requirements 

for reporting and communication   
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From a farm owners perspective 

 Farm manager Contract Milker Variable Order 

Sharemilker 

Herd Owning 

Sharemilker 

Leasing Equity 

Partnerships  

(in land),  

Roles of farm 

owner 

Staffing 

Feed  

Fert 

R&M 

Animal health 

Breeding 

financial 

Feed  

Fert 

R&M 

Animal health 

Breeding 

financial 

 

Feed  

Fert 

R&M 

Animal health 

Breeding 

financial 

 

Feed (split) 

Fert 

R&M (split) 

financial 

 

Minimal – 

oversee farm to 

ensure it is 

being 

maintained 

 

Variable, 

depending on 

how the 

partnership is 

structured  

Investment 

required 

Livestock, plant 

& machinery, 

land, shares 

Livestock, plant 

& machinery, 

land, shares 

Livestock, plant 

& machinery, 

land, shares 

Land, shares Land, maybe 

shares 

Livestock, plant 

& machinery, 

shares 

Financial Risk 

(mgmt. 

perspective) 

Risks from 

production and 

payout variability, 

changes in 

livestock values 

and land values 

Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability, 

changes in 

livestock values 

and land values 

Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability, 

changes in 

livestock values 

and land values 

Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability,  

 Risks from 

production and 

payout 

variability, 

changes in 

livestock values 

and land values 

Milk Production 

per ha 

  Highest average 

production per 

ha 

2nd highest 

average 

production per 

ha 

? ? 

Financial 

Returns 

 Returns similar 

to owner 

operator 

 Returns lower 

than owner 

operator or 

VOSM 

Approx. 20% of 

milk income 

Depends on how 

e/p is structured. 

Varies from no 

cash returns to 

quarterly 

dividends 

Other      EPs more 

difficult to 

dissolve than 

sharemilking 

agreements? 
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Decision support tree 
 

Two decision support trees have been created: 

• For farmers wanting to further career progression in the dairy industry 

• For farm owners looking at future business structures 

 

Before using the tress, parties need to have their end goals in mind. 
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Wealth Creation pathways 
 

A farmer wanting to progress their career needs to consider their development of skills, 

networks and wealth. Linked with this report is a simple excel table that enables comparison 

of wealth creation options. The intention is the only a few variables are required to be 

entered, in order to calculate the level of wealth created over time. The following table 

compares four different pathways.  

Table 2: Wealth Creation: examples of pathways 

Year Scenario One Scenario Two Scenario Three Scenario Four 

Year 1-2 Worker Worker Worker Worker 

Year 3-4 2IC 2IC 2IC 2IC 

Year 5-7 Farm Manager Farm Manager Farm Manager Farm Manager 

Year 8-9 VOSM, small farm VOSM, small farm VOSM, small farm Farm Manager 

Year 10-12 VOSM, med/large farm VOSM, med/large farm VOSM, med/large farm Farm Manager 

Year 13-15 50/50, 300 cows VOSM, large farm VOSM, in an equity partnership Farm Manager 

Year 15-20 50/50 600 cows Same as year 13—15 Same as year 13—15 Farm Manager 

Net Equity after 20 years $1.4m $1.0m $1.3m $0.5m 

 

Scenario two is based on the assumption that no herd owning sharemilking agreement was 

available. Scenario three is based on the assumption that the VOSM is an equity partner, 

and has been able to secure a loan from guaranteed against the farm assets, to increase 

their percentage equity share in the equity partnership. Scenario four is looking at the 

situation if a farmer chose to stay as a farm manager for their entire career, or if there was 

no sharemilking. 
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Sharemilking 
 

Sharemilking has long been considered a vital step in the career progression path for young 

famers. 35% of farms are managed by sharemilkers (2009/10), 20% by Herd Owning 

Sharemilkers (HOSM).  Although there has been only a minor reduction in the percentage of 

dairy farms managed by sharemilkers, there is a more noticeable trend in the declining 

number of HOSM, particularly in the South Island. Key reasons include higher debt levels on 

farm, more corporate farm ownership, and the difference in financial returns to the farm 

owner between using a herd owning sharemilker and a Variable Order Sharemilker or 

Contract Milker. 

The total number of HOSM positions available has dropped from 3331in 2000/01 to 2303 in 

2009/10 (LIC, 2009/10). This is a drop of 30% in total numbers. However, this can 

misleading as the total number of dairy farms has also dropped by 16% over the past 10 

years. 

 

Figure 2: Farm numbers grouped by operating structure 

 

There has been a trend away from 50/50 sharemilking towards VOSM/contract milking over 

the past 4 years. This is more pronounced in the certain regions of the country, particularly 

Southland. 
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-  

Figure 3: Percentage of herds with a 50/50 sharemilker based on region 

 

Financial Returns 
 

Herd owning sharemilkers averaged 20 percent return on total assets over the 13 

years ending 2010.  In the same time farm owners averaged an 8.4% return on assets 

(including changes in asset values, 4.4% excluding changes in asset values).  

 

Table 3: Dairybase statistics - Profit & RoA by operating structure 3yr average 2007-2010 

 Operating Profit/ ha Return on Asset 

Owner (includes owner operator and those 

employing a farm manager) 

1942 4.5% 

Owner with VOSM 1827 3.9% 

Owner with 50:50 1105 3.1% 

50:50 Sharemilker 924 16.9% 

Source: Dairybase 
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Figure 4: Return on Assets for Farm Owners & HOSM (50/50) 

 

Table 4: Average Return on Capital for Share Milkers (pre-tax) 

Period end 2010 Total assets 

Past 15 years 16.9 

Past 13 years 19.8 

Past 10 years 22.0 

Past 7 years 20.0 

Past 5 years 19.0 

Past 3 years 20.5 

Source: DairyNZ Economic Survey, K Wilson 

 

The return on ‘total assets’ include changes in the market value of the herd within the year. 

That change can be large. It also includes any capital gain on ‘other’ assets.  Sharemilkers 

might do well with a 20 percent economic return on total assets but low cash return from 

owning a farm (over- valued land prices!) exacerbate the equity required for a first farm 

purchase. 
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There is a substantial variation in return on assets between farm owners and herd owning 

sharemilkers. While all parties accept there needs to be a greater return for the sharemilker, 

the differential is more pronounced at high payout levels.  

 

Herd owning sharemilking delivers a good return on investment, although there is significant 

variability between years, and timing is important 

 

Land Prices and Cow Values 
 

The number of cows to purchase a hectare of dairy land basically doubled between 1992 

and 2010. Adding in the purchase of dairy company shares further increases the number of 

animals required. 

 

Figure 5: Cows to buy One Hectare of Land 

Source: Derived from DNZ Economic Surveys 

Methodology: (Closing dollar value of land and farm investments held by owners) divided by (the closing value 

of 50/50 share milker livestock divided by the number of 50/50 sharemilker cows). The latter incorporates rising 

one year heifers. 

Figure 5 highlights the classic issue of timing of entry (and exit) for an investment. The ratio 

in the years 2001 and 2002 were not far from 1992. Livestock values escalated faster than 

land at these points in time. 
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Value of a Sharemilker to the industry 
 

• Provides a medium in which young people are required to gain the financial skills to 

manage and run a business. 

• Can build a mentoring relationship, helping younger farmers build the necessary 

skills to run farm businesses  

• Attracts people to the industry – good returns and the opportunity to be their own 

boss.  

• Provides a method of wealth creation, which in turn ensures potential purchasers of 

farms for the future 

• Has the perception of building leadership capability in the dairy industry. 

• Sharemilkers have a track record of higher production (both herd owning &  lower 

order sharemilkers) 

  

Table 5: Milk production per ha by operating structure 

 kgMS/ha 

20-29% sharemilker 50/50 sharemilker Owner operator 

1992/93 688 683 630 

1994/95 724 699 657 

2000/01 864 851 803 

2004/05 912 895 842 

2010/11 945 938 907 
Source: LIC 2010/11 

 

 

Table 6:  Total Milk produced by all sharemilkers 

 Year 

Total herd 

numbers 

% of 

herds 

herd size     

(all s/m) 

kgMS per 

herd 

total (million) kgMS 

produced by sharemilkers 

% of total NZ 

production 

1972/73 19,510 32% 138 30,912 193 36% 

1992/93 14,458 23% 216 55,728 185 28% 

1994/95 14,649 34% 224 60,928 303 40% 

2000/01 13,892 37% 285 89,804 462 42% 

2004/05 12,271 36% 335 105,599 466 38% 

2010/11 11,735 35% 396 133,524 548 36% 

Source: LIC 2010/11 

 

Sharemilkers on average have higher stocking rates and higher levels of production per 

hectare than an owner operator.  However the financial return data suggests that an owner 

looking to maximise financial returns is better served by utilising a VOSM or contract milking 

structure rather than a 50/50 structure. Thus the conclusion can be drawn that 50/50 

sharemilkers are engaged for reasons other than financial returns.  
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Value of a herd owning sharemilker to the farm owner 
 

As previously discussed, a farm owner will, on average, produce a better financial return by 

engaging a VOSM, contract milker, or farm manager rather than a herd owning sharemilker. 

However there are non-financial reasons as to why a herd owning sharemilker might be 

engaged.  

Non-financial benefits: 

• LIC statistics show that on average a herd owning sharemiker produces more per ha 

than an owner operator, however no more than a variable order sharemilker 

• Release of capital  

• Less worries about machinery, damage to machinery.  

• Equity stake in the business 

• More incentive to perform in key areas of livestock management, such as 

reproductive performance.  

• Removes the needs to make lots of daily decisions about stock and animals 

• Easier to remove a non-performing sharemilker than an employee? (if contract has 

finished) 

• Helping farmers progress through the industry (as the farm owner themselves may 

have done) 

• Reduced risk from fluctuations in livestock values, and stock deaths.  

• Less day to day input required, compared to a VOSM or manager position.  An 

absentee owner with a VOSM or farm manager will often need to enlist the services 

of a consultant or farm supervisor. 

• Avoidance of staffing issues (is also the case with a VOSM or contract milker) 

• typically longer term agreements (3yr+, compared to managers or variable order 

sharemilkers 

• Owner often feels more comfortable in leaving the farm? 

 

Potential disadvantages 

• There is risk associated with herd owning sharemilkers due to changeover of herds. 

In other words, what is the quality of stock coming on to the farm? 

 

A number of parties commented on the need for farm owners to spend sufficient time 

evaluating the quality of the herd and the potential sharemilkers. It was felt that due 
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diligence before entering this joint venture was often not undertaken to a sufficient degree 

of detail.  

 

Succession strategy? 

 

Sharemilking can play an important role as part of a farm succession strategy. For example, 

on an individual property a young farmer could progress from manager to VOSM/CM to herd 

owning sharemilker, and then use the cash profits made to buy an equity stake in the 

property they are working on. This provides a measured approach for all parties. As each 

party develops skills, trust and equity the next step in succession can be made.  

 
 

Change to the sharemilking system? 
 

For herd owning sharemilking – this sector needs to continue to adapt. Market forces of 

supply and demand are at play, and the balance of power is currently in the hands of the 

farm owner. If the herd owning sharemilkers cannot accept that there may need to be 

rebalancing of clauses within the traditional herd owning agreement, farm owners will make 

the decision to recruit contract milkers, lower order sharemilkers or farm managers.  

 

There is no need to re-write the herd owning sharemilking agreement. Rather, if 

sharemilking is to continue, both parties must be open to making changes to the variables 

within the standard clauses. Recently this has included changes to sharing of Fonterra 

dividend, and grazing expenses for young stock. In the future it may include changes to the 

percentage spilt of milk income between farm owner and sharemilker.  

 

As the dairy industry continues to evolve, the variability seen in sharemilking agreements will 

continue to increase. This highlights the need for both parties to seek independent advice. 

For example it is highly likely that there will be a mixture of agreements that do and don’t 

provide a share of the milk company share dividend to the sharemilker.   
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Equity Partnerships 
 

Equity partnerships (joint venture farm ownership) are now an accepted option for 

progression in the dairy industry. While there is a significant amount of literature and 

expertise available regarding formation of equity partnerships, there is also a general lack of 

understanding amongst farmers about how they work. Whilst there are a significant number 

of farms owned by equity partnerships, there is little quantitative evidence about their 

success as a form of progression. Financially, logic suggests that in the long run, returns will 

be similar to those of the average farm owner (3-7% return on assets plus 5-10% capital 

gain per annum). In comparison, a HOSM agreement will generate on average a 20% return 

on assets, although there is a greater degree of annual variability in this figure.  

 

Some key points for those considering equity partnerships: 

• Due diligence, for the farm and for the people involved 

• Do not over-leverage 

• Ensure adequate entry and exit strategies are included in the agreement 

• Opportunities to incentivise the minority equity manager through guarantees 

• Ensuring equity managers are receiving fair returns for their efforts, particularly 

transparency in wealth creation opportunities 

• Need for better governance structures 

• Need to develop shareholder agreement, business plan, and sound reporting and 

communication processes 

 

“A single sentence sums up the drivers of success identified for this ownership structure - 

suitable partners in an equity partnership which is well set up and well run. This means: 

People 

• The people involved are able to build a trust relationship, this requires the identification 

those potential partners who a person feels they can/do trust 

• The partners have similar goals 

Company 

• The company is well set up with a shareholders agreement; a business plan which is 

sound, understood and supported by all partners; a property which is able to support the 

farming business; and managers (and staff) who are skilled and able to fulfil the 

requirements of the business plan 
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On-going requirements 

• Reporting and interpersonal communication is essential to maintain the trust 

• Operational management 

These three areas are critical to the success of an equity partnership; although the people aspect 

may have the most influence on success all three must be present. The difference between the 

three areas is that when setting up and running the farming company professional assistance can 

be brought in from outside the partnership to rectify any problems which may be encountered. 

The on-going health of the relationships between partners may be mediated by others but will 

ultimately depend on the development and maintenance of a trust relationship, the absence of 

such a relationship will prevent the business from surviving challenge. 

 

The identification of potential partners with whom you could develop a trust relationship takes 

time and experience, this may be limited when setting up an equity partnership; when partners 

are unknown to each other they may have to rely on background checks and limited interactions 

prior to signing on. Many of the processes, such as meetings and reporting, assist with the 

development and maintenance of this relationship; this requires identifying those actions which 

are of greatest importance to the other partners and on-going attention to be paid to ensuring 

that all the other partners’ requirements are met. 

 

Some people are not team players and have either opted out of or not got into equity 

partnerships, thorough due diligence is required therefore of not only the business.” 

Shadbolt et al 

 

The most successful equity partnerships tend to be those where the group get together prior 

to any search for property, develop a business model and plan with a full understanding of 

the purpose of that business and expectations of all of the parties. An entry and exit strategy 

is also developed at this time. Once this has been decided then a property is selected that 

meet the criteria required.  

Incentives 

To help incentivise young farmers into equity partnerships, increasingly the majority equity 

partners are willing to ‘guarantee’ an equity managers loan, which enables them to increase 

their shareholding the business. For example, a young farmer has $300,000 to invest. If the 

total equity in the equity partnership was $3m, this would entitle them to a 10% shareholding 

in the business. However, providing debt: equity levels were within standard lending criteria, 

the young farmer could borrow a further $300,000 personally, but secure this loan against 

the farm asset. Now with $600,000 to invest they would be entitled to a 20% shareholding in 

the business.  
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Recommendations 
 

This study provided the following recommendations: 

• There is no need to make substantive changes to the HOSM agreement. Rather, 

herd owning sharemilkers will need to be more flexible in their approach to 

negotiating agreements. This may mean looking at varying split of income and 

expenditure away from the traditional 50/50 approach. 

• HOSM could be promoted more widely as part of an integrated pathway for farm 

succession. It may be beneficial to run some courses for those at the exit phase of 

their careers as to options available 

• Young/progressing farmers need to lift their business skills, in the areas of contract 

negotiation, due diligence and analysis of options. They also need to make better use 

of mentors and rural professionals to assist their decision making process. However 

a bigger question is “how to create the demand by young farmers to improve their 

business skills and seek advice”, as there is a reticence for this to be undertaken.   

• Those entering into equity partnerships need to give more consideration as to how 

their shareholding percentage can be lifted in future years.  

• Promote the use of the decision trees and tables, and the wealth creation spread 

sheet that has been provided with this report. 

• Provide information/courses for those at the exit phase of their careers as to options 

available – for those in the ‘second phase’ of their business cycle.  

 

• This report has provided a reference of useful documents. These documents should 

be held on a range of industry websites, to increase accessibility and awareness of 

information.  

Further Sources of Information  
 

(links will be made available on the following websites: DairyNZ, Federated Farmers, 

AgFirst) 

• LIC dairy statistics 

• DairyNZ economic survey 2009-10 

• A review of sharemilking 1972-1996, MAF, G Taylor, 1996 

• Sharemilking – A snapshot – 2002. Kellogg  project, Conall Buchanan 

• Equity Partnership – Drivers of Success, L.Reekers, N.M. Shadbolt, E.Dooley, 

D.Bewsell 

• Equity partnerships, Grant Rowan 

• Sharemilking in New Zealand, John Gardener, IFMA 18p163-171 

• Join Venture Project Report, DairyCo, 2009 

• Collaborative ventures information booklet, Dairy Development Centre
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